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Abstract

1 Introduction

The Cable Driven Parallel Robots (CDPRs) are a
particular type of parallel robots. It is a closed kine-
matic chains moved exclusively by cables [1]. They
are promising systems due to their lightness, versa-
tility and construction resistance [2]. They are com-
posed by Moving-Platform (MP) attached with ca-
bles. These robots can be planar or spatial [3, 4] in
function of the applications. Indeed, there are many
types of applications, it is an already used system
in stadium to film [5], this was the first commercial
application of CDPRs. However, CDPRs are ver-
satile systems. Many research works are seeking to
adapt the CDPRs for different applications and envi-
ronments. Many examples of use can be cited as the
solar panel cleaning [6], the concret additive manufac-
turing of large parts [7], for the giant radio telescope
[8] or also for haptic devices [9]. Suspended CDPRs
are a system where the cables are exclusively coming
from exclusively above the MP. The number of cables
can be equal or less than the Degrees of freedom (Dof)
in this case the CDPR is qualified of non-redundant
[10]. In the case there are more cables than Dof it
is named redundant [11]. For the suspended CDPRs,
the gravity plays the role of a virtual cable which is
always vertical. The study presented in this article
focuses on the effect on CDPR error pose of the pulley
architecture in relation to the mechanical parameters.
Indeed, the MP pose error made when the mechan-
ical parameter of the CDPR is neglected during the
calculation of the unrolled cable. In the Paty’s article
[12] a novel pulley architecture has been introduced

with a double revolute joint. The work presented in
following publication analyzes the effect of the me-
chanical parameter on the CDPR equipped with two
different pulleys and taking into account the cable
sagging [13]. Indeed, the MP mass (mMP ), the cable
linear mass (µ0) and the Young’s modulus (E) pa-
rameters have an impact on the CDPR control and
moreover are subject to wide variation when using
CDPR. The Young’s modulus can be different during
the use of the CDPR due to the aging, the hysteresis
loop or its non-linearity [14]. Moreover, it is possible
to differentiate the MP mass in two parts, the empty
mass of the MP and the carried mass which can be
vary during the CDPR use. In addition, for the same
cable radius the linear mass of cable can be doubled
depending on its construction.

The effects of these parameters, mMP , µ0, E and
type of pulley joint, are analyzed on the global MP
pose error through a Design Of Experiments (DOE)
but also the evolution of the parameters effect as a
function of the size of the CDPR. The objective is to
determine if all factors are crucial during the CDPR
design and if it is necessary to take all of them into
account. The article is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces the models used, Section 3 presents the
context of the study and finally Section 4 shows the
results of the DOE and analyzes the effects evolution
in relation to the size of the CDPR.

2 CDPR Modelling

2.1 Parametrization

The parametrization of the CDPR is essential. In this
paper, two types of pulleys are studied and therefore
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it is necessary to have one parametrization per pulley
architecture. Therefore, at first, the parametrization
of the single revolute joint pulley is presented then
the double revolute joint pulley is set.

2.1.1 Single revolute joint pulley
parametrization

Figure 1 presents the parametrization of the pulley
designed with a single revolute joint. In this paper
the CDPR equipped with this type of pulley is noted
CDPRSR.
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Figure 1: CDPRSR parametrization with single rev-
olute joint pulleys

The geometry of the pulley is described by a ra-
dius rpi

and a lever arm of length hi. This lever
arm separates pulley centreHi with the fixation point
Ai = [Aix Aiy Aiz ]

T and it is described by the vec-
tor hi (in orange in Fig. 1). The single revolute joint
pulley can only turn according to zb, that gives him
a Dof in the plan (Ai, xb, yb). To describe its orien-
tation, αi angle is defined. it is depending on the MP
pose. The cable, plotted in green in Fig. 1, can be
described in three parts, the dead length lid between
the winch represented by the Ci and the pulley en-
try point Ki, the cable wrapped around the pulley,
and the useful cable lenght liE between the pulley exit

pointDi and the MP fixation point Bi. θi is the angle
between xpul and di where the vector di is the vector
from Hi to Di. In addition, γi is the angle between
di and ki which is the vector from Hi and Ki. The
vector p describes the position of the MP centre into
the base frame ℑb (in grey in Fig. 1). The MP has
its own coordinate system described by the moving
frame ℑp (in pink in Fig. 1). The pulley frame ℑpul

(in blue in Fig. 1) is attached to the pulley. Note that
bi is expressed in ℑp and that ki and di are expressed
in ℑpul.

2.1.2 Double revolute joint pulley
parametrization

The general parametrization of the CDPR is the same
as the one presented in the previous part. The differ-
ence is in the articulation of the pulley. Indeed, this
pulley is composed with a double revolute joint. This
articulation type allows two Dof in rotation, therefore
its position must be described by two angles. The
first angle is the same than the single revolute joint
pulley, it is αi describing its orientation around zb.
The second angle is βi, it allows to describe the pulley
rotation between the plan (Ai, xb, yb) and hi vector
(see Fig. 2). In this paper the CDPR equipped with
this type of pulley is noted CDPRDR.
The parametrization of the different pulley archi-

tectures studied in this article has been described.
The following section presents the strategy to com-
pute the MP pose error made when the cable mass
and elasticity are neglected.

2.2 Computed strategy of the MP
pose error

Figure 3 presents the process used in the rest of the
paper. This method is developed to analyze the er-
ror made when the cables mechanics are neglected for
a MP pose. Firstly, it is necessary to determine the
CDPR parameters and configuration. It is important
to note that the MP is modelled like a mass point,
defined by point P. This hypothesis means that the
MP of the CDPR has only translation Dof and no
rotation Dof. The next step is to calculate the to-
tal length of cable Li

T necessary to reach the awaited
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Figure 2: CDPRDR parametrization with double rev-
olute joint pulleys

MP pose with the Extended Inverse Geometric Model
(IGME) described in [12]. Li

T is the addition of the
useful length liE , l

i
d and the winded cable on the pul-

ley γirpi . The set of Li
T is noted LT = [L1

T , ..., L
i
T ]

T

where i = 1, ...,m. The IGME does not take into
account the elasticity and the mass of the cable and
the MP mass. It is notified that two IGME exist:
one for the single revolute joint pulley and one for
the double revolute joint. In this model the cable is
considered as rigid segment. The values generated
by IGME are used to compute the Direct Catenary
Model Extended (DCME) presented in section 2.4.
The DCME seeks the MP pose when the deployed
cable is known and the cable mechanics is taken into
account. In addition, the DCME is solved numeri-
cally and it is why it is necessary to have a set of
initial values determined in part by the IGME . How-
ever, it is also necessary to have a set of tension that
it is not defined by IGME . To do this, a Tension
Distribution Algorithm (TDA) is used in section 2.3
and generates an admissible set of tension tinit. Once
the initial values for the DCME are determined, it is
possible to calculate the vector position pI for each
architecture of pulley. pI is the real MP pose when
the cables lengths are affected by the mass and elas-

ticity of cable and the mass of the MP. Using this
strategy, the effect of the cable property can be high-
lighted.
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Figure 3: Diagram of the computed strategy

The calculation process is now presented, but it
is necessary to express the different models and al-
gorithms presented in this strategy. These methods
are developed in the next parts. In first, the TDA is
presented and after the DCME . It is noted that the
IGME is considered as presented in [12].

2.3 Tension Distribution Algorithm

To control a CDPR when it is redundant, a TDA is
essential. Indeed, it is necessary to control the ten-
sions in cables when there are more cables than Dof
because there are several sets of tension that can be
solutions. However, some solutions are not accept-
able because they are negative tensions. Indeed, a ca-
ble can work exclusively in tension and cannot push
the MP, this is why the tensions must be positive.
There are many algorithms developed to manage the
tensions [15, 16]. However, in this paper the TDA
is used exclusively to determine the initial values of
the optimization function to DCME , therefore is not
necessary to have a complex algorithm. This is why
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the TDA used in this article seeks to minimize the
Euclidian norm of the tensions sum as in [17]. In
addition, the tensions values are constrained with a
lower boundary tmin and a superior boundary tmax.
These boundaries allow to take into account the me-
chanical limits of the cable. Equation (1) shows the
optimisation problem solving the TDA.

min

√√√√ m∑
i=1

t2i

ti ≥ tmin

ti ≤ tmax

(1)

Where ti is the tension value in the cable i. This
system of optimization is solved with an optimiza-
tion function of Matlab named fmincon. To finalize
the simulation strategy, the DCME will now be ex-
plained.

2.4 Direct Catenary Model Extended

To model a cable of CDPR there are many models.
Indeed, the cable can be modelled like:

1. a rigid body, its elasticity and mass are neglected
[18];

2. a massless cable, it is represented as a segment
and the Hook’s law models its elongation [10];

3. a catenary, its elasticity and mass are considered,
its sagging is modelled [19] ;

The present work seeks to know the effect of the
cables Young’s modulus, the mass of the MP and the
linear mass of cable. To do so the catenary models are
implemented using the Irvine’s model [20] developed
initially for the civil engineering field. This model
has been adapted for the CDPRs. In this paper, two
types of pulley architectures are investigated and it
is therefore necessary to develop an equation system
specific to each pulley. The system to calculate the
DCME in the case of the single revolute joint pulley
is composed with 9m+ 3 equations. Where m is the
number of cables making the CDPR. In the case of
the double revolute joint pulley, it is an equation sys-
tem with 12m+3 equations. Indeed, to compute the

Irvine’s model it is necessary to solve simultaneously,
the tensions distribution, the static equilibrium of the
CDPR and the constancy of the total length of cable
deployed. It is the pulleys position equations that is
the difference between the two systems. As for the
TDA these systems are solved with the optimization
function fmincon of Matlab.

2.4.1 DCME with single revolute joint pulley

gdi

Hi

Di

lE + �lE
i i

PI tix
tiz ti(l

i)

�0, E, A0

zpul

xpul

Fpul

Ki ki

ti(0)

Figure 4: Diagram of sagging cable

In this part the system solving the DCME for a
CDPRSR is presented. The system can be decom-
posed into several groups of equations. First, the
equations of Irvine’s model [21] is developed. Young’s
modulus is considered like linear in the Irvine’s model
(see Fig. 4). Given that the dead length is taken into
account, these equations are applied on two times, on
the dead length lid and on the useful length liE . The
equations that calculate the cable profile for useful
length are:
0 =

tix l
i
E

EA0
+

|tix |
µ0g

[sinh−1(
tiz
tix

)− sinh−1(
tiz − µ0gl

i
E

tix
)]− xPI

0 =
tiz l

i
E

EA0
− li2Eµ0g

2EA0
+

1

µ0g
[
√
t2ix + t2iz −

√
t2ix + (tiz − µ0gliE)

2]−

zPI

(2)
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For the dead length the equations are:

0 =
tdix l

i
d

EA0
+

|tdix |
µ0g

[sinh−1(
tdiz
tdix

)−

sinh−1(
tdiz − µ0gl

i
d

tdix
)]− xKi

0 =
tdiz l

i
d

EA0
− li2d µ0g

2EA0
+

1

µ0g
[
√
t2dix + t2diz−√

t2dix + (tdiz − µ0glid)
2]− zKi

(3)

Where tix , tiz are the components of the vectors
tension of useful cable ti(l

i
E) and tdix , tdiz the com-

ponents for dead cable tdi(l
i
d). The models are ex-

pressed into the plan comprising the pulley and the
cable, that is (Hi, xpul, zpul), it is why the vector
position of the point PI in ℑb is pI = [xPI

, 0, zPI
]T

and the vector position of the point Ki in ℑpul is
ki = [xKi

, 0, zKi
]. In addition, A0, E and µ0 are the

mechanics parameters of the cable. A0 is the section
area of the cable, E is the Young’s modulus and µ0

is the linear mass. In these equations, the unknowns
are: liE , l

i
d, tix , tiz , tdix , tdiz , pI , ki. Newton’s first

law on the point PI has to be verified to assure a
static equilibrium of the cable tension (Eq. (4)).

0 = −Wft+wext (4)

Where wext is the external wrench applied on the
MP, t is the set of cables tensions as t = [t1, . . . , ti]
where i = 1, . . . ,m and Wf is wrench matrix func-
tion of the MP pose.
Moreover, it is important to respect the constraint

of tangency of cable to the entry and exit of the pul-
ley. This is done by finding the perpendicularity be-
tween the cable vector and the pulley radius vector.
Which means between the vector di and liE for the
useful part and between the vector ki and lid for the
dead part. To do this, scalars products are imple-
mented into the system Eq. (9) like in Eq. (5).{

0 = di.l
i
E

0 = ki.l
i
d

(5)

As the objective of this models is to calculate the
MP pose if the total length of cable is computed with

an IGME . It is necessary to constraint the total
length of cable remaining constant (Eq. (6)).

0 = lid + liE + γrp − Li
T (6)

To fit the static equilibrium of a cable it is necessary
to have the same tension in the useful cable and the
dead cable. In this article, the friction of the pulley
is neglected. Indeed, it is considered that the pulley
is equipped with ball bearing to reduce the friction.
To do this, the Equation (7) is added to equalize the
norm of tension between the pulley inlet (Di) and the
pulley outlet (Ki).

0 =
√
t2dix + (tdiz − µ0glid)

2 −
√

t2ix + (tiz − µ0gliE)
2

(7)

Finally, it is necessary to determine the pulley pose
with the αi angle magnitude which is a function of
the MP pose.

0 = tan−1 |Aiy − zP |
|Aix − xP |

− αi (8)

Finally, the total equations to compute the DCME
is detailed in system of equations (9).
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0 =
tix l

i
E

EA0
+

|tix |
µ0g

[sinh−1(
tiz
tix

)−

sinh−1(
tiz − µ0gl

i
E

tix
)]− xPI

)

0 =
tiz l

i
E

EA0
− li2Eµ0g

2EA0
+

1

µ0g
[
√

t2ix + t2iz−√
t2ix + (tiz − µ0gliE)

2]− zPI

0 =
tdix l

i
d

EA0
+

|tdix |
µ0g

[sinh−1(
tdiz
tdix

)−

sinh−1(
tdiz − µ0gl

i
d

tdix
)]− xKi

0 =
tdiz l

i
d

EA0
− li2d µ0g

2EA0
+

1

µ0g
[
√
t2dix + t2diz−√

t2dix + (tdiz − µ0glid)
2]− zKi

0 = −Wft+wext

0 = di · liE
0 = ki · lid
0 = lid + liE + γrp − Li

T

0 =
√
t2dix + (tdiz − µ0glid)

2 −
√
t2ix + (tiz − µ0gliE)

2

0 = tan−1
|Aiy − zP |
|Aix − xP |

− αi

(9)

2.4.2 DCME with double revolute joint pul-
ley

To compute the DCME in the case of the double rev-
olute joint pulley, it is necessary to complete the sys-
tem of equations Eq. (9) to take into account the sec-
ond joint. Like with the single revolute joint pulley,
the friction is neglected, but also the mass of the pul-
ley. Indeed, the tension of the cable is limited with a
tmin which reduces the effect of the pulley mass [12].
Three equations per cables are added to compute the
pulley pose. To do this, it is important to respect its
static equilibrium. It is therefore necessary to find
the position of the point Mi which is described by
the position vector mi = [xMi

, 0, zMi
]T . Mi is the in-

tersection point of tensions vectors ti(0) and tdi (l
i
d).

Indeed, to respect the static equilibrium the vector

hi of the lever arm must pass by this point. To ex-
press the coordinate of Mi the parametric equation
of the line (DiMi) (Eq. (10)) and (KiMi) (Eq. (11))
are used. 

x = xDi
+ tixqi

y = 0

z = zDi
+ tizqi

(10)


x = xKi + tdixq

′
i

y = 0

z = zKi + tdizq
′
i

(11)

Where qi and q′i are the parameters of paramet-
ric equations. Therefore the equations added at the
system Eq. (9) are the equations of Eq. (12).


0 = hicos(βi) + rpicos(θ

d
i − βi) + tdixq

′
i − xMi

0 = hisin(βi) + rpisin(θ
d
i − βi) + tdizq

′
i − zMi

0 = tan−1 |zMi |
|xKi

|
− βi

(12)
In this section the DCME has been presented for

the two types of pulley articulation, the single and
the double revolute joint. At the end of this process,
many factors are known, including the pose PI of
the MP when the cables length was calculated with
a model that does not take into account the sagging
and the elasticity of cable.

2.5 MP pose error

To compare the influence of the parameters taken
into account in the catenary models and not in the
extended models it is necessary to use an index link-
ing the both. This index is named ∥δp∥ it is the
difference between the desired MP pose P and PI

the MP pose computed with DCME (Eq. (13)).

∥δp∥ = ∥pI − p∥ (13)

This index, allows to observe the effects of the
mechanics parameters of cable and MP on the
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accuracy of the CDPR and translate the error made
when these phenomena are neglected.

In this section, the parametrization of the CDPR,
the DCME , the work process and the index of com-
parison ∥δp∥ are presented. Now, in the following
section, the case study is presented and the effect of
the Young’s modulus, the MP mass, the cable linear
mass and the type of pulley articulation is analyzed.

3 Study context

The methodology and models used in this paper be-
ing established, it is necessary to define a study case.
This section set up the values used and the analyze
field of this article. In first, the CDPR studied is
described, then a method to determine the set of pa-
rameters defining the pulley is presented and finally
the creation of a Common Regular Workspace (RWC)
is established. This methodology is presented for a
CDPR of 15m square and 15m high noted CDPR15,
this method is used for different sizes of CDPR in
final part of this paper.

3.1 Case study

In this paper, the studied CDPR is suspended with
four cables [22]. The advantages of these archi-
tectures are that they free the ground and allow
man/machine cohabitation. In addition, suspended
architectures are more reconfigurable and more re-
movable allowing the printing of building [23] or the
personal rescue [24] to cite some applications. How-
ever, it is less resistant with respect to the effort ori-
ented following zb positive.

15m

15m

15m

C1 C2

C3
C4

A1 A2

A3A4

P

x
y

z

Figure 5: Schematization of the CDPR study with
double revolute joint pulley

Figure 5 presents the studied CDPR. It is a CDPR
with four cables, included in a cubic volume of side
15 meters. As presented in the section 2.1 the winch
is modelled by Ci points localized at each corner of
the CDPR. In this paper, these points are considered
fixed and vertically aligned with Ai points. The MP
is considered as a mass point and noted P . Given
that the cables are modelled with a sagging model it
is necessary to define its parameters. There are sev-
eral values to be determined to have a realistic model.
First, the cable radius rc is established at 2mm. In
addition, a cable can be used within a given tension
range between a tmin and tmax. Indeed, a cable is
limited in maximal tension to remain in its elastic
range. Moreover, if the tension is negative or too low
the cable may unravel. These values are function of
breaking load Tr with a value of 10.29kN . In this
study, the cables used are the Carl Stahl Technosca-
bles Ref 1692. In these works, it is considered that
cable tension is between 0.1% and 50% of maximum
breaking load which means that tmin = 10.29N and
tmax = 5145N . Young’s modulus, MP mass, linear
mass and the type of pulley are studied but the other
parameters are considered as constant. Firstly, the
Young’s modulus E of a cable is not constant be-
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Lxlxh(m) rc(mm) µ0(kg.m
−1) E(GPa) mMP (kg)

15x15x15 2 [0.05; 0.1] [67.2; 134.4] [100; 200]

Table 1: Parameters of the CDPR studied

cause a hysteresis phenomenon is present and more-
over it can vary depending on whether the cable has
been loaded or unloaded. These phenomena are dif-
ficult to model faithfully it is why they are studied
using a DOE with a high value and low value in this
paper. These limits are the lower and upper bound
of the values that can be taken by E. Considering
the experimental results presented in the Baklouti’s
article [14] and by extrapolating the values of E,
an uncertainty of 70GP equally distributed around
102.2GPa is determined. This incertitude ±35GPa
allows to cover the whole range of variation of the
elasticity. This gives as a low value 67.2GPa and
for the high value 134.4GPa. The high value is not
exactly 102.2+35GPa because to improve the com-
parison, it was decided to use a high value as the
double of the low one. In addition, this CDPR is
in the idea dedicated to carrying variable loads. In-
deed, generally a CDPR has a MP with an empty
mass that is constant. However, the payload can be
devoted to vary. Many uses generate a variability of
payload such as personal assistance. In this use it
is easy to imagine that the weight of a person is a
highly variable value. The lower level is thus fixed at
100kg considered as the mass of the platform. The
high level is set at 200kg, considering the transport
of people weighing up to 100kg. Moreover, an impor-
tant factor when a CDPR is designed is the choice of
the cable type. Indeed, the manufacturing of cable
implies a variation of linear mass for a same radius.
In fact, there are several ways to strand a cable in-
volving different linear masses. To observe the effect
of the cable mass variation this value is integrated
into the DOE. To choose the values of µ0, the lim-
its are fixed by comparing the different 2mm radius
cables available from different manufacturers. There-
fore, µ0 is varying between 0.05kg.m−1 (for an cable
with 6 strands of 7 wires in galvanized steel with tex-
tile core by LEVAC) and 0.1kg.m−1 (for a antigira-

tory cable with 19 strands of 7 wires galvanized steel
with metallic core by J-Cardon & Fils). The indi-
vidual strandings of the cables are shown in Fig. 6.
In addition, the Tab. 1 resumes the CDPR studies in
this article.

(a) Cable 6x7 in galva-
nized steel with textile
core

(b) Antigiratory cable
19x7 in galvanized steel
with metallic core

Figure 6: Stranding type of cables limiting µ0

The parameters of the pulley are determined in the
next part by a process to seek the best repeatability
compared to E, mMP and µ0.

3.2 Optimal geometric pulley param-
eters

In this section it is sought the combination between
rp and h that improves the repeatability related to
E, mMP and µ0. Indeed, rp and h play an important
role on the MP pose and on the effect of the E, mMP

and µ0. In this section the mechanical parameters of
the CDPR are fixed at the means values of their lim-
its and only the geometric parameters describing the
pulley are varing. The set of geometric parameters of
rp and h limiting the ∥δp∥ is going to be searched for.
This paper compares a model taking into account the
pulley geometry with a model taking into account the
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geometry pulley and also the sagging of cable. In this
part, the ∥δp∥ is calculated in the whole workspace
for N different MP positions and the average pose
error is determined, it is noted ∥δp∥.

∥δp∥ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∥δpi∥ (14)

To choose the rp values it is necessary to respect
the winding radius of cable. A ratio between rp and rc
is evaluated and must be greater than 20 (Eq. (15)).
All values of rp tested respect this condition. In this
study, the rc is equal to 2mm it is implies that the
minimum values of rp is 40mm. For the high level,
it is considered that is the double of the lower level
therefore 80mm.

rp
rc

≤ 20 (15)

For the bound of h it is considered that h must re-
spect the dimension constraint explained in Eq. (16).
This constraint is used to ensure the proper function-
ing of the pulleys. Therefore, the values tested of rp
belong to the range [40mm; 80mm] and the values of
h are comprised into [46mm; 86mm].

rp + 3rc ≤ h (16)

Figure 7 shows that the values of rp and h generate
the best results in terms of average of MP pose error.
This value is noted ∥δp∥ and defined as in Eq. (14).
In this section the average of pose error is made on
the total attainable workspace of each configuration
CDPR. In the case of the CDPRSR (Fig. 7a) the min-
imum is spotted by a red circle. The best choice for
rp is 68.57mm and for h is 74.57mm. Concerning the
CDPRDR (Fig. 7b) the best result is located in the
lower left part of the search set, and also spotted by
a red circle. Therefore, the parameter set is rp equal
to 80mm and h equal to 86mm. These values are
sumarized in the Tab. 2.
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Figure 7: Diagram of ∥δp∥ (mm) in function of h and
rp
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CDPRSR CDPRDR

rp (mm) 68.6 80
h (mm) 74.6 86

Table 2: Values of the geometric pulley parameters

3.3 Common Regular workspace

The geometric values of the CDPR are fixed, now
it is necessary to determine a space where it is pos-
sible to compare on the same number of points the
different tests. This space is named Common Reg-
ular Workspace (RWC) [25]. It allows to describe a
volume where the CDPR can work easily and con-
tinuously. It is a geometric shape included in whole
workspaces of the all test of the DOE. In this paper,
the shape of RWC is a cuboid. The RWC shape is se-
lected in function of the CDPR shape. To determine
is dimensions it is necessary to compute many tests,
presented into the next section. For each, the own
regular workspace (RWj , j = 1 ... 16) is calculated,
looking for the largest possible cuboid. To find the
RWj , it seeks the rectangle maximizing its aera for
each height of the CDPR workspace and the smallest
is chosen. As noted in the reminder of the paper, the
study will focus only on a quarter of the CDPR be-
cause of the existing symmetries. This operation is
carried out on all the different configurations on and
the intersection of all RWj is considered as RWC .
Figure 8 shows the RWC into the own workspace of
test 2 because it is the test that minimize the RWC .
The rectangles limiting the workspace are squares
and are generated by tests 2 and 5. The dimension
of the square is 6.74m of length. It is possible to
observe that the bottom in Fig. 8 of their workspace
is greatly reduced by the presence of tension lower
than tmin in the opposite cable. Moreover, the first
observation is that when the mMP is low the RW are
reduced, impacting the dimensions of the RWC . In
addition, the largest base square is generated by the
CDPR equipped with a double revolute joint and a
mMP with a high value (tests 11, 12, 14 and 15).
Concerning the vertical limit, it is defined by many
tests (tests 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 12, 14 and 15), the

value is 12m.
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14
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Figure 8: The RWC include in the quart own
workspace of tests 2

In this section the context of the study has been
presented and the factor mMP plays an important
role on the workspace. The articulation type seems to
plays also a role on the attainable workspace. More-
over, the geometric parameters must be chosen to
reduce the effect of the E and mMP . CDPR parame-
ters and analyzes tools are now established. The next
section analyses the MP pose error with a DOE and
the workspace for different pulley architectures.

4 Effect of variability of pay-
load and sagging of the cable

The study seeks to determine the effects of E, mMP ,
µ0 and joint type on the MP pose error. In following
section 2.5 the models and the computing strategies
are established. In section 3.3 the CDPR study is de-
fined and the RWC is delineated. In this part, it seeks
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with a DOE the effects of E, mMP , µ0 and joint type
are analyzed. Finally, the evolution of these effects is
analyzed in function of the CDPR dimension.

4.1 Design of experiment

Firstly, the experiment planning is presented. The
DOE is a way to analyze the effect and interaction
between several parameters. In the case of this study,
the parameters are E the Young’s modulus of cable,
mMP the MP mass, the linear mass of cable µ0 and
the type of pulley articulation. The values defining
the boundaries of the DOE are the same as those de-
fined in the section 3.1 and are reminded in Tab. 3.
In order to extract all effects and interactions of the
four studied parameters, the complete 16-tests DOE
is performed. Table. 3 summarizes the DOE and de-
fines the different tests carried out to evaluate the
effects and interactions of the studied parameters.

As in the previous section the study is led on the
quarter of the CDPR. To compare and compute the
effects and interactions it is necessary to determine a
value as response of the DOE. The average of the MP
pose error on the RWC ∥δp∥ is used as a response. It
is determined as in section 2 by the Eq. (14) with the
only exception that N is fixed whatever the tests.
Indeed, in this paper it is sought to compare and
quantify the effect of the parameters on the MP pose
error and not on the attainable workspace. It is why,
this DOE is not applied on the total volume of CDPR
but only on the RWC defined in section 3.3. Indeed,
to allow to compare each test between them, it is
necessary to observe on the same number of point N .
To do this the RWC defined previously is discretised
in ten heights and each height is composed of 2601
points thus N is equal to 26010.

The DOE is now defined and the tests are estab-
lished. In the next part, the effect and interactions
are presented and analyzed.

4.2 Results of design of experiment

As previously presented the studied response of the
DOE is ∥δp∥. Using these results the effects and
interactions can be determined.

Tests

δp
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Figure 9: The values ∥δp∥ for each test of the DOE

Figure 9 shows the ∥δp∥ of each test. The eight
first test are CDPRSRs (in red in Fig. 9) and the
eight last are CDPRDRs (in blue in Fig. 9). The
first observation is that the values are generally the
same in the case of CDPRSR that CDPRDR. In-
deed, the means of the ∥δp∥ CDPRSR is equal to
38.3mm and 38.5mm for the CDPRDR. Thus, the
type of joint seams to play a neglected effect when
the cable lengths are computed with a IGME . This
can be explained by having selected the optimal ge-
ometric dimension of the pulley in section 2. It is
clear that the different factors have the same effect
on the two types of pulley joint. Therefore, the con-
figurations that generates the best results are 8 and
16. Indeed, this corresponds to a cable with a high
E and a low mMP and µ0 with low mass. Similarly,
the two tests where ∥δp∥ is the highest are the tests
3 and 11. These tests are equivalent to the inverse
of the best configuration, that is to say to a cable
with a low E and a high mMP and µ0 with high
mass. These observations are trivial, in fact when
the cables are rigid with low masses, it is better than
very elastic cables with high masses. Therefore, it
is interesting to analyze the effect and interaction in
more details. In Fig. 10, it is shown the effect of each
factor. The observation is that the evolution of E
leads to a decrease of ∥δp∥ and inversely for mMP

and µ0 when these values increase they have a nega-
tive impact ∥δp∥. The effect of E is more important
than mMP and µ0. However, the absolute effect of
E (11.1mm) is equivalent to the sum of the effects of
mMP and µ0 (11.2mm). So, if and only if E is high,
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No Joint E mMP µ0

1 -1 -1 -1 -1
2 -1 -1 -1 +1
3 -1 -1 +1 +1
4 -1 +1 +1 +1
5 -1 +1 -1 +1
6 -1 -1 +1 -1
7 -1 +1 +1 -1
8 -1 +1 -1 -1
9 +1 -1 -1 -1
10 +1 -1 -1 +1
11 +1 -1 +1 +1
12 +1 +1 +1 +1
13 +1 +1 -1 +1
14 +1 -1 +1 -1
15 +1 +1 +1 -1
16 +1 +1 -1 -1

Field of study

Level -1 1 joint 67.2GPa 100kg 0.05kg.m−1

Level +1 2 joints 134.4GPa 200kg 0.1kg.m−1

Table 3: Full factorial DOE with four factors

it can compensate the influence of the masses. In ad-
dition, the effect of the type of joint plays a neglected
role on ∥δp∥ against to E, mMP and µ0.

Factors
Joint E mMP �0

E�ects
(mm)

-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

Figure 10: Effects of the factors

Figure 11 shows the interactions between pairs of
factors communally named the first order interaction.

The interactions between the joint type and E, the
joint type andmMP and the joint type and µ0 are also
negligible in comparison to the interaction between E
and mMP and between mMP and µ0. Indeed, the in-
teraction between E and mMP is the greater interac-
tion (3.82mm). Moreover, this interaction is greater
than the only effect of µ0 (2.7mm). The second im-
portant interaction is the one between mMP and µ0

indicating a link between the masses. This implies
that the linear mass of the cable is not negligible con-
trary to what could be wrongly stated looking only
at in Figure 10.
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Figure 11: First order interactions of the factors

Figure 12 shows the interactions three by three of
the factors and the interaction between all parame-
ters. By analysing the values these interactions can
be neglected compared to the effects or the second
order interactions.

Joint/E/mMP

E�ects
(mm)

Joint/mMP/�0

Factors

E/mMP/�0

Joint/E/�0

Joint/E/mMP/�0

0.1

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.12

Figure 12: Second and third order interactions of the
factors

Therefore, the mechanical parameters of the
CDPR play a role more important than the geomet-
ric ones and it is the parameters that are the most
subject to the variation during the use of the CDPR.
For a CDPR15 it is necessary to consider the elastic-
ity of the cable and the MP mass to have a reasonable
accuracy of the MP. However, the µ0 is also an im-
portant factor on the MP pose error. It is why it is
important to consider this variation and the range of
use of the CDPR during the design of CDPR. Until

now it is a CDPR15 that has been studied in the next
part, the evolution of each effect of the factors with
respect to the CDPR dimension is studied.

4.3 Evolution of the parameters ef-
fects in function of CDPR dimen-
sion

It is observed that the effects of E, mMP and µ0

are not neglected for a CDPR15 when cables lengths
are computed with an IGME . Now, it is studied the
influence of the CDPR dimensions. The processes
presented in section 2 and 3.3 are applied on different
CDPR dimensions. The dimension of CDPR studied
are presented in Tab. 4 showing geometric pulleys
dimensions defined as in section 2. A RWC for each
CDPR dimensions is defined and the DOE described
in Tab. 3 is applied. This series of computation allows
to compile the effects for the different factors and
plot them (Fig. 13). This representation allows to
observe the evolution of the effects and conclude on
the necessity to take or not a factor in the CDPR
model. To make easier the comparison the absolute
values of the effect of E are represented.

E�ects

(mm)

Joint
abs(E)
mMPμ0

0
-2

2

4

6
8

10

12

14
16

5 10 15 20 25
CDPR dimension

(m)

Figure 13: Evolution of the effects of each factors in
function of CDPR dimensions.

The first observation on Fig. 13 it that the abso-
lute values of Young’s modulus E is always the fac-
tor with the highest effect. In addition, the effect
of absolute values of E is almost the same that for
mMP for a CDPR5. Thereafter, the evolution of E
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CDPR notation CDPR5 CDPR10 CDPR15 CDPR20 CDPR25

lxLxH (m) 5x5x5 10x10x10 15x15x15 20x20x20 25x25x25

rp(mm)
Single 80 80 68.57 40 40
Double 80 80 80 42.86 42.86

h(mm)
Single 86 86 74.57 46 46
Double 86 86 86 86 86

Table 4: Values of the CDPR dimensions and the optimal geometric values describing the pulleys of the
CDPRs studied

is greater than mMP which means E is more influ-
ential on the average of MP pose error for the other
CDPR dimensions. Moreover, the effect of µ0 takes
more and more importance when the CDPR grows.
Indeed, for a little CDPR the linear masses of cable
are less influence because the cable length deployed
is too short. However, from CDPR10 it is necessary
to take into account the linear mass µ0. Indeed, for a
CDPR5 this factor is less influential than the articu-
lation, that means for a CDPR5 it useful to modelling
the pulley articulation and not necessarily the cable
mass linear. This observation can be explained by
the important effect of µ0 in sagging phenomena of
cable, thus for the CDPR5 this phenomenon is re-
duced by the short dimension of cable but cannot be
overlooked for larger CDPRs. However, the effect of
articulation is negligible for the other CDPR dimen-
sions. These observations allow to determine easily
the necessity to take or not into account a factor dur-
ing the CDPR preliminary design and knower easily
the effect of each mechanical factor for a CDPR cubic
dimension.

Figure 14 presents the interactions between two
factors in function of the CDPR dimensions. Two in-
teractions are important: the interaction between E
and mMP and between mMP and µ0 stand out from
the others. The other interactions are negligleable on
all CDPR dimensions. More specifically, the interac-
tion between mMP and µ0 is minor for a CDPR5.
However, for the other dimensions it becomes rela-
tively important and this is even more true for the in-
teraction between E and mMP . Indeed, when Fig. 14
is compared with Fig. 13 it appears that this values
is always higher than the effect of µ0. This because

5 10 15 20 25
CDPR dimension

(m)

E�ects

(mm)

Joint/E
Joint/mMP
Joint/�0

E/�0
E/mMP

mMP/�0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 14: Evolution of the first order interaction
between factors in function of CDPR dimensions.

the elongation of cable is principally imposed by the
E and the mass. This mass is composed by the mMP

and µ0, in these two mass the mMP is always much
higher than µ0. It is why the interaction between E
and mMP is greater than the interaction E and µ0

(in green on Fig. 14). The interaction between mMP

and µ0 can be explained by the sagging effect of ca-
ble. Indeed, an evolution of µ0 and mMP plays a role
on sagging but also on elongation of cable thus an
evolution of the two factors have a conjugated effect
on ∥δp∥. Figure 14 represents the importance of the
interaction between factors and shows that some of
them cannot be neglected.
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5 Conclusion

This paper deals with the modelling of cable-driven
parallel robots (CDPRs) while considering pulley
kinematics and the sagging of cables. The extended
catenary models are used to analyze the MP pose er-
ror in regards to the extended geometric static mod-
els. A process of selection of the set of pulley pa-
rameters allowing to minimize the average MP pose
error and the seek RWC allowing the application of
design of experiment and the results comparison is
developed. The influence on the MP pose error of
the pulley articulation, of E, of mMP and µ0 are
studied with this design of experiment. Afterwards,
these effects are analyzed in function of the CDPR
dimensions. Firstly, results show that when the pul-
ley dimension are selected the effect of the type of
pulley articulation are negligible, except for the case
of a little CDPR. In addition, the linear mass of ca-
ble plays a negligible effect for a small CDPR then
its effect becomes more and more important accord-
ing to the CDPR dimensions. The mass of the MP
has an important effect for all CDPR dimensions and
its evolution is less significant than for E. Indeed, E
have the strongest effect on ∥δp∥, the evolution of E
allows a decrease of the MP pose error.
To conclude, this paper has highlighted the neces-

sity to take into account many factors during the
CDPR design. Indeed, for all dimensions of CDPR
the Young’s modulus of cable and the MP mass are
crucial in the modelling. In addition, the linear mass
of cable is a factor that needs to be taken into account
for robots with large dimensions. However, the artic-
ulation type is relatively negligible when the cables
lengths are computed with an extended model. In ad-
dition, first order interaction between the important
factors must be taken into account.
Future work will focus on the modelling of the non-

linearity of E and its variation in each cable. The po-
sition of the Ai points must be optimized to minimize
the ∥δp∥ in a chosen RWC .
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